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Semi‐automatic solenoid‐based Vapor Curtain for cost effective heating
system

Abstract
Latex technology and applications need heating system after the printing system in order to
cure/dry the ink placed on the substrate and to fix it to obtain the desired durability. Moreover,
other printing technologies also need a heating system to instantly dry the ink after the printing
process in order to speed it up and achieve higher productivities.
Heating systems usually consist of a hot air chamber warmed thanks to some heaters and blown on
the substrate where the ink is placed.
To optimize power consumption of the heating systems it is fundamental to close and seal as much
as possible the hot chamber. Additionally, the chamber must be fully closed to avoid hot air and
unpleasant vapors scape from the printer to the outside and reach printer users.
On the other hand, in applications where printing begins close to the leading edge of the substrate,
some moving part or mechanism is necessary to temporary open the chamber and let the leading
edge leave the chamber without any crashes. As soon as the leading edge leave the chamber, curtain
must be closed again to not lose heating efficiency.
The following document describes a novel and very cost‐effective curtain based on solenoids instead
of motors for a semi‐automatic heating system.
Problem Solved
The designed invention proposes a front curtain design using only solenoids reduces heat leaks in a
most cost‐effective way.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Semi‐automatic system (manually opened – automatic closed)
More cost‐effective system than fully automatic system based on servomotors
Fully unattended system after first open operation.
It reduces complexity on the electronics and control system. No position encoder nor servo‐
control system is needed.

Prior Solutions
We have identified 4 types of prior solutions:
‐

Fully automatic Curtain with servo motors and position control by encoders:
More user friendly and unattended solution. Expensive and extra electronics are needed
such encoders, servo‐motor control…

‐

Fully manual Curtain with no mechatronic elements:
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Cheaper and simpler solution. However fully attended operation to manually open and
close de curtain when media is in the Curtain zone.
‐

Heating systems with air curtain:
More expensive method (air fans) and poor sealing efficiency (hot leaks).

‐

Heating systems with no curtain at all.
Cheapest and simplest solution. No moving parts. However, very inefficient solution (hot
chamber is not closed) and heating systems must be more powerful to compensate leaks.
Additionally, poor user experience due to many vapors and hot air scape from the printer
towards user.

Description
Figure1 shows a cross section of a latex printing system with its heating element. During the printing
process, ink is placed on the medium and moderate heat (35‐45ºC) is applied in the print zone drying
to fix the image. Once the plot exits the print zone, it enters the curing zone whereby blowing hot
air on the medium (80‐110ºC) we evaporate all the remaining water and solvents, and we form the
latex film. There is the need to extract the evaporated air and expel it outside the system with the
Extraction Fan.
To optimize the power consumption of the heating system, a Vapor curtain must be fully closed to
seal the hot chamber and avoid hot leaks.

Vapor Curtain

Figure1: traditional x‐section of a latex printing system

It is important to highlight that not only Latex printers needs the curing system. Also, other printing
technologies need an extra drying system after printing zone to achieve higher printing speeds that
market is requiring.
During steady state printing, vapor curtain can be closed with no risk of media crashes because
media tension can flatten the media avoiding curtain. However, when we start printing close to the
leading edge of the media (to save media) no front tension exist, so a high risk of media crashes
exists when leading edge is at the curtain area if we do not open the curtain.
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media

Vapor Curtain closed
Input tension in steady state printing

media

Vapor Curtain closed
High risk of crash

media

Vapor Curtain opened
Reduce risk of crash

media

Vapor Curtain
automatically closed
Figure2: Needs to open Curtain when printing from the leading edge.
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In the Figure2 we can see why is needed to open Vapor Curtain when the printing process starts
close to the leading edge.
This semi‐automatic curtain requires manual opening when the printing stats (only if the leading
edge is before the curtain).
As previously said, when vapor curtain is opened, some reduction of curing efficiency is shown. To
compensate this reduction, printing speed is temporary reduced in order to have enough time to
cure/fix the ink onto the substrate.
The proposed invention uses a simple solenoid in one side of the curtain together with a spring and
2 moving parts: key camp and Ratchet
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Figure3: Invention components.

The operating workflow starts before start to print. If the leading edge of the substrate is located
inside the printing zone or the curing area (e.g., just after a load process), the printer will ask the
user to manually open the curtain before start printing.
While the printing is carried out and the media is advancing inside the printing zone or the curing
area the curtain may remain open. However, once the leading edge is already out of the curing
module, the solenoid is activated by means of an electric pulse, the curtain is released, and it is
automatically closed.
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Although the weight of the curtain helps to close it, in heavy curtains, when the solenoid is activated
and the curtain is released, the curtains can fall suddenly and dangerously. In these cases, some
viscous brake is added in contact with the curtain. In the proposed invention, the brake is engaged
with the key Cam as a gear.
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(to push back the solenoid when there is no voltage
applied)
6
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Solenoid
(push force model)

Figure4: Curtain in open position (left). Solenoid activated and curtain released (center).
Curtain falls to closed position (right)

The invention also allows to have multiple open position depending on the shape of the Key Cam
and user can use one or another depending on their requirements.

Figure5: Curtain with 2 opened positions. One fully opened and one intermediate position.
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The invention can use both types of solenoids: “push type” and “pull type” force depending on the
type of force that apply the solenoid. The spring must be placed accordingly in order to be able to
recover the normal plunge position and to block the curtain again

Finally, in wide Curtains two solenoids (one in each side of the curtain) can be used instead of one
in order to avoid curtain twist. In this case, solenoids can be connected at the same electronics so
that only one electric pulse is required to activate both solenoids at the same time

Advantages
Main advantages of this invention are:
‐
‐
‐
‐

More cost‐effective system than fully automatic system based on servomotors
Fully unattended system after first open operation (user only needs to open the curtain at
the beginning of the printing)
It reduces complexity on the electronics and control system. No position encoder nor servo‐
control system is needed.
Simple electronics are needed to activate the solenoid (electronic pulse). If there are several
solenoids only one pulse is also enough

Disclosed by Ignasi Bonjoch, Albert Franco, Cara Birschbach, HP Inc.
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